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Following the defeat and the overthrow of Napoleon 1 in 1815, there was the growing desire by
European powers to have peace and order. This forced them to join hands and organize a meeting in the
Austria’s capital Vienna. This meeting was to discuss issues affecting them coming from the French
revolution of 1789 and Napoleon’s militarism. The two were viewed as the greatest threat of peace,
order and stability to the European monarchs.

Most of the work of deciding of the fate of Europe after Napoleon’s wars was done at the
meeting/congress of Vienna but it should be remembered that the origin of the congress started early
with the formation of the 4th coalition, the signing of the Chaumont treaty, the 2nd Paris treaty and the
congress of Vienna and it was from here that European powers came up with a document or resolution
that came to be known as the Vienna settlement.

The Vienna settlement therefore refers to the final outcomes, resolutions, deliberations or a document
agreed upon and signed by the big powers during the meeting or congress (Vienna meeting) with the
main aim of solving problems affecting Europe by 1815

Although representatives of all European states were invited, major decision making was reserved to the
big powers of Europe and these powers included Austria as the host represented by the Chancellor
Metternich, Britain represented by Lord Castlereagh Czar Alexander 1’ Russia and Austria was
represented by Francis 1, France joined later but was represented by Bishop Talleyrand. Other powers
present were Denmark, Bavaria, Sweden, Portugal, Spain and Cardinal Salby represented the Pope.

AIMS OF THE VIENNA SETTLEMENT

The delegates at Vienna were pre-occupied with a number of aims they intended to achieve and these
included;

The big powers were concerned with how to ensure or maintain permanent peace and stability
throughout Europe and avoid wars on the continent especially after the period of turmoil caused by the
French revolution and Napoleon.



The big powers were also concerned with how to safeguard Europe against further French aggression
and domination of the European continent.

The powers wanted to defeat and completely eliminate Napoleon and do away with his influence by
keeping/maintaining him in permanent custody/prison at the island of St. Helena.

The big powers were also concerned with how to prevent and control the spread of the dangerous
French revolutionary ideas to other European states because these ideas had proved to be the source of
instability in Europe.

The powers were also pre-occupied with how to share the spoils of war amongst themselves in a way
acceptable to all rewarding the victors and punish the vanquished.

The big powers met at Vienna because they wanted to restore the defeated kings/monarchs back to
their legitimate thrones throughout Europe and this brought in the idea of the restoration of the
monarchs or legitimate.

The big powers wanted to bring back or to restore interstate economic corporation (trades among
European powers because Napoleon had disturbed this through his continental system.

The powers wanted to forge means of maintaining effective alliance among themselves for a period of
20 years and this would help them solve problems affecting Europe.

They also wanted to stamp out sea pirates and ensure free navigation on major waters and bring back
economic prosperity.

These powers wanted to stop attempts of any person like Napoleon to grab power, dominate and
disturb other European powers.

PRINCIPLES THAT GUIDED THE STATESMEN TO ACHIEVE THEIR AIMS AND ENSURE PEACE IN EUROPE

Territorial re-adjustment/settlement.

This was intended to punish France and allies, strengthen or reward the victors by sharing the spoils of
the war. For that case, France’s borders were reduced to those of 1792, later to 1790 after the battle of
waterloo.

Russia got Finland which had been conquered from Norway, Bessarabia from Turkey and a big share
from Poland. Prussia was strengthened by enlarging it so it was given Saxony, Swedish territory,
Pomeranian and Rhineland states and German states. Austria also got some German states (39). She
also received Lombardy and Venetia and shared Poland with Russia. Britain retained Heligoland, cape
colony, Ceylon, St. Lucia, Tobago and Malta. Belgium was given to Holland and Luxemburg to form the
united kingdom of Netherlands.

How to stop further French aggression



In an attempt to check this, the allied powers created barrier/buffer states around French borders e.g. in
the north east Poland and Belgium were united to form Netherlands.In the east the Rhine lands were
put under Prussia, in the south Austria was strengthened by gaining Lombardy among others. To
prevent French aggression more, the big powers stationed an army of occupation in Paris to crash any
rebellion and France paid war indemnity

The principle of balance of power

This aimed at achieving equilibrium based on population and resources. The powers wanted to prevent
any one state from gaining a dominant position in Europe to tilt power in its favor and therefore
encourage future aggression, to achieve balance of power states agreed on the sharing of the spoils of
the war in a way acceptable to all this was achieved through territorial re-adjustments.

N.B. look at the territorial re-adjustment

The principle of Legitimacy

This focused on restoration of legitimate rulers or kings and ruling families to their thrones who held
their titles tight from long historical background but had been over thrown by either the French
revolution or Napoleon and for that matter the Bourbon monarchy in France was restored under Louis
XV111, Ferdinand 1 in Naples, Ferdinand vii in Spain, Orange house in Netherlands, Austria was given
Italian states, the Pope given Papal states among others.  These rulers helped in stamping out
revolutionary movements and maintained peace.

The principle of rewarding victors and punishing vanquished

The principle pre-supposed that all European nations that assisted in defeating Napoleon be rewarded
accordingly and the states that conspired or supported or allied with Napoleon to aggress Europe to be
punished. The principle also intended to teach a lesson to other states that some punishments would
befall them in case they disturbed European peace, and for that matter Belgium was given to Holland
and France was to pay war indemnity of 7 million francs. It suffered an army of occupation and lost
territory.

The principle of how to maintain permanent peace and alliance for 20 years

It was resolved/ decided that in order to maintain peace and have permanent alliance, regular or
periodic meetings or congresses were necessary to solve problems as they may arise or emerge and in
this respect the following meetings were held; the 1st and 2nd Paris treaties, Vienna congress 1814-1815,
Aix-la-Chappelle 1818, congress of verona1822, congress of St. Petersburg 1825 and London
congress1827. This resulted into what came to be known as the congress system or the idea of concert
of Europe.

The issue/ principle of navigation



Here rules and regulations regarding free navigation along or on major international rivers and seas
were put in place e.g. River Danube and Rhine were declared free from navigation by all countries.
Similarly sea pirates or robbers on international water like Mediterranean and Black sea were dealt with.
Britain was put in charge and a British naval squadron was set up and stamped out pirates, recovered
stolen goods and set free captured slaves and this in turn promoted International trade.

The principle of stopping the spread of revolutionary ideas

It should be recalled that the settlement was dominated by absolute monarchs who were dictators and
therefore hostile to revolutionary ideas, so they were determined to fight revolutionary tendencies and
in this line, they restored legitimate rulers and hated anything Revolutionary.

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE VIENNA SETTLEMENT

The settlement restored relative peace and stability in Europe, since the outbreak of French revolution
and Napoleonic wars, Europe had been experiencing wars, so the statesmen at Vienna laid down
measures which ensured peace for a period of 40 years till the Crimean war of1854 when there was a
major war among the big powers

It marked the end of Napoleons era and disorder he had created. The settlement terminated Napoleon’s
nightmare and adopted measures to prevent his return to disturb peace. The powers organized
themselves and they defeated him at the battle of Waterloo by Admiral Blucher and Wellington, and
exiled him to the island of St. Helena where he was kept as good as a prisoner until 1821 when he met
his death.

Vienna settlement prevented further French aggression on the European continent. The statesmen
created buffer states around the borders of France and neighbors of France were enlarged and
strengthened i.e. Poland, Russia, and Austria among others and this ended the French aggression and
this saved continental Europe from French expansionism.

Balance of power was achieved by statesmen at the end i.e. no state was to exercise absolute
dominance over others. this was achieved through diplomatic sharing of distributed territories in the
way accepted to all, Vienna settlement therefore left European powers in harmony and stronger than



before. Russia got Finland from Sweden, Austria got Germany and Italian states, Prussia got Poland and
England got Ceylon, Crete, Cape of Good Hope among others.

The delegates of Vienna passed a resolution to restore the legitimate rulers and ruling families on their
legitimate thrones in Europe and they served selfish interests of Metternich but they also helped in
maintaining peace in Europe by stamping out revolutionary movements and as a result Louis xv1 was
restored in France, Ferdinand 1, Ferdinand V11, Papal states among others were restored.

Through territorial re-adjustment reached at Vienna by the delegates at Vienna, the map of Europe was
re-organised or re-drawn and the old territorial boundaries created by Napoleon had to be destroyed,
re-organised and France had to be reduced, Italian and German states given to Austria among others.

The size of France was reduced to that of her former frontiers of 1792 and later 1790, this finally created
harmony between France and her neighbours.

The Vienna settlement promoted territorial integrity and independence of some states like Switzerland
and the boundaries of each European state were redefined and this reduced or avoided boarder
conflicts.

The Vienna settlement successfully suppressed the forces of Nationalism and Liberalism in Europe and in
the end they brought about peace and stability by suppressing 1820 and 1830 revolutions wherever
they had occurred i.e. Italian and German states.

The Vienna settlement initiated/revived constitutionalism first in France by granting the charter of 1814
and later in Europe. This charter gave France a parliamentary system of Government, granted some
freedom, and maintained most of the revolutionary and Napoleonic gains.

The settlement granted independence and Neutrality to some countries like Switzerland and this
settlement granted a number of liberties to the Swiss. This independence given to them was properly
utilized for political, social and economic development and today Switzerland is a very important
country where we find Headquarters of World Bank, I.M.F and I.C.R.C.

The settlement fought and chased sea piracy on International waters. This was done by setting up British
naval squadron which managed to stamp out sea pirates, promoted international trade, recovered
stolen goods, set free a number of captured slaves so it can be said that the co-operation which had
been destroyed by Napoleon’s continental system and the  settlement made international waters to be
free for navigation. Like mediterirean and black seas and rivers Rhine and Danube

The Vienna settlement led to firm foundation for the formation of future international
bodies/organization charged with a duty of maintaining peace in the world. It should be remembered
that the Vienna congress was the first diplomatic peace meeting in the history of Europe. This meeting/
congress provided an example and alternative of settling disputes on a round table, peacefully and for
that matter organizations like Paris treaty after Crimean war, Versailles treaty and League of nations
after World War 1, U.N.O after World War 11 were formed but borrowing a lot from Vienna settlement.



Vienna settlement also solved inter-territorial conflicts between Russia on one hand and Prussia on the
other over Poland and Saxony. This conflict was solved amicably/ peacefully yet this conflict was to
result into a serious war, this was a great success to the settlement.

Vienna settlement initiated the formation of congress system or concert of Europe, this was intended to
avoid conflicts on the European continent and for that matter a number of congresses were held i.e. Aix-
la-chapelle, Troppau, Laibach, Verona congress, St. Petersburg and London congress etc.

The settlement at Vienna did not hold France responsible for the misdeeds/wars caused by Napoleon
and for that matter France was invited to join the big four (4) to form the big 5 and France was made to
return the stolen treasures and art pieces by Napoleon from other states like Italy, so the settlement
normalized the relationship between France and other powers.

It compensated the states that had suffered under Napoleon 1 like the Pope got all his former
territories, Sweden got Norway, Prussia gained Pomerania, Saxony, Westphalia and Rhineland, and
Austrian power and influence was revived and a loose confederation of Germany with a parliament or
Diet was established.

FAILURES OF THE VIENNA SETTLEMENT

Although a lot has been said in favor of the Vienna settlement, on the other hand however the Vienna
settlement scored a number of failures because the delegates were human beings and therefore natural
for them to make mistakes here and there either by error or omission.

The delegates ignored the growing forces of nationalism and independence which had helped in
bringing about the downfall of Napoleon. Despite the desire to gain independence and democracy by
the various states, the delegates ignored it and instead banded up/piled up nations and people as if they
were goods to supply compensation here or constitute barrier states there. This was done in the name
of controlling further French aggression and rewarding the victors and on that note, Belgium was given
to Holland, Italy and German states to Austria etc. it was this blunder which caused instabilities in
Europe in the years that came later.

Democratic and liberal ideas were also ignored i.e. no attempts were made to consider people’s needs
or desires when determining their leaders. In this respect the statesmen at Vienna restored some of the
worst and unpopular leaders in Europe e.g. the Bourbons in France (Louis XV111), Ferdinand 1in Spain,
Ferdinand V11 in Naples. These rulers greatly oppressed and exploited people leading to discontent and
later revolutions.

The statesmen at Vienna ignored the interests of small states. The Vienna settlement failed to win the
support and sympathy of the small states. This was so because they were invited in the meeting as mere
observers, without powers to make decisions, therefore, their views or interests were not represented.
Worse still, these small states were shared by the big powers as piece of a cake. Gradually these small
states broke away from the settlement because they failed to recognize the logic behind it.



The settlement frustrated the independence and unification of Italy, Belgium and German states e.g.
Italian states of Lombardy and Venetia were given to Austria, so were the states of Tuscany, Modena
and Parma. These states struggled for their independence and unification but Metternich frustrated
their struggle.

The settlement and statesmen only restored relative peace in Europe but in the actual sense there was
no total peace on the European continent because revolutions occurred in states like Greece, Italy, and
Germany etc. therefore, to a lesser extent the Vienna settlement never attained total peace.

The settlement brought Russia into the affairs of western Europe, the settlement recognized Russia as a
major power and confirmed this by supporting her claims over Poland and this marked the beginning of
Russia’s interference in the Balkan region which caused future wars in the region e.g. the Crimean war.

The Vienna settlement and the statesmen were characterized by fear, suspicion, rivalry and counter
rivalry e.g. Britain and Austria feared Russia and Russia greatly opposed Austria and the four feared
France. Such fear and suspicion later failed the statesmen leading to its collapse.

In all its territorial arrangements, the settlement failed to achieve its desired goal because there was
little that was permanent in that line like Polish people were dissatisfied and revolted so were the
Belgians.

The settlement failed because it was dominated by Autocrats/Dictators who were reactionary and only
wished to promote conservatism or old order as opposed to nationalism or change i.e. the settlement
appeared to be a league of dictators who wished to take Europe back to the 18th century.

It laid a weak foundation for the formation of the congress system leading to insecurity. This was so
because statesmen wanted to revenge against France and Napoleon, and were pre-occupied by intrigue.

The delegates at Vienna were locked up with divisions in ideologies i.e. by virtue of their political
differences e.g. Britain was a constitutional monarchy with a liberal constitution, Austria and Russia
were dictators (absolute monarchs). Besides, the delegates had religious differences, some were Britain
and parts of Prussia were Protestants and others were Catholics. In France, some were Catholics and
others were Orthodox Christians i.e. Russia, they failed to compromise on touchy issues/serious and
instead promoted their selfish interests.

The delegates were politically short sighted in that they failed to recognize the fact that conflicts would
occur in future which would necessitate or demand for an international army and because of the
mistakes they committed, revolutions occurred in Europe and there was no army to suppress them.

The statesmen at Vienna created imbalance of power instead of balance of power. European states
came out of the meeting, some more powerful than others e.g. Russia and Britain gained immensely
thereby creating more problems than they wished to solve.



The Vienna settlement and the statesmen brought in the era of Metternich system and his conservatism
in Europe, they suppressed the forces of Liberalism, Nationalism and democracy and it was this which
led to the outbreak of 1830 and 1848 revolutions in Europe.

By restoring the Sultan of Turkey as the ruler of the whole Ottoman Empire and the Ottoman problems
were not solved thereby leading to the Eastern question and Balkan crisis.

SUMMARY OF FAILURES OF THE VIENNA SETTLEMENT

Delegates ignored the growing forces of Nationalism

Democratic and liberal ideas were also ignored

Statesmen at Vienna ignored the interests of small states

The settlement frustrated the independence and unification of Italy, Belgium and Germany states

The statesmen and settlement only restored relative peace in Europe

It brought Russia into the affairs of Western Europe

The Vienna settlement and the statesmen were characterized with fear, suspicion and rivalry

It failed to impose because it was dominated by dictators

It laid a weak foundation for the formation f the congress system leading to insecurity

Delegates were locked up with division in ideologies

Delegates were politically shortsighted

Statesmen created imbalance instead of balance of power

The settlement and the statesmen brought in the era of Metternich system



THE CONGRESS SYSTEM/CONCERT OF EUROPE

Background of the congress system

Aims and objections

Various congresses

Assessment of the congress system

Collapse of the congress system

During the Vienna conference, leading statesmen resolved that in order to maintain peace in Europe
similar several meetings would be organized; this led to the congress system whereby European powers
agreed to hold regular congresses /meetings.

The congress system was a series or a number of diplomatic meetings or congresses organized by the
big powers to discuss major problems affecting the European continent following the defeat of
Napoleon 1 and for that matter, a number of meetings were held;

Aix-la-Chapelle congress 1818

The congress of Troppau 1820

The congress of Laibach 1821

The congress of Verona 1822

The congress of St. Petersburg of 1825

THE CONGRESS OF VIENNA/QUADRUPLE ALLIANCE 1815

It was the 1st congress to be held following the defeat of Napoleon 1. It was attended by Russia, Prussia,
Austria and Britain (big 4). These powers had the following aims and objectives;

To defend themselves against the possible attack from France

Agreed to discuss and maintain peace and stability

Meet in future meetings to discuss problems as they may arise

Control the spread of the French revolution

Maintain Napoleon in permanent custody

Divide disputed territories among themselves in a way accepted to them all



Balance of power

To promote economic cooperation and prosperity on the European continent

To protect the restored legitimate rulers in Europe

Agreed to continue excluding Napoleon and Bonaparte dynasty in Europe

To maintain or implement resolutions reached at the Vienna congress

In essence it was from this point that the congress system or the concert of Europe was born.

However, in the process of discussing, conflicts erupted between Britain (Lord Stewart Castlereagh) and
Austria represented by Metternich. This was so because Britain never wanted to interfere in the affairs
of other states but Metternich of Austria insisted on armed suppression of any revolution and even
accused Britain of diverting aims of the congress system. This gave an open chance to Napoleon 1 to
escape from Elba and rule France for 100 days until he was finally defeated and sent to the island of St.
Helena.

HOLY ALIANCE 1815-1816

This was a league of the heads of states bound together in a Christian union of charity, love, peace and
unity as proposed by Czar Alexander 1 of Russia. He said that leaders were to rule on Christian principles
and act as fathers of the people and brothers to each other. The Holy Alliance was signed by Fredrick
William (Prussia) Francis 1 (Austria) Alexander 1 (Russia) who urged that the leaders were dedicated by
God and the defeat of Napoleon was a heavenly elected mission and Alexander 1 regarded himself as
the conqueror of conquerors.

The Holy Alliance however received a lot of criticisms and many leaders disapproved of it e.g. Lord
Stewart Castlereagh of Britain called it “A piece of sublime mysticism and no sense” and prince
Metternich called it “A loud sounding nothing and said that Czar’s mind was quite clearly affected” and
Bishop Talleyrand of France dismissed it as a ridiculous contract and this made this alliance to fail and
led to the calling of another alliance.

THE CONGRESS OF AIX-LA-CHAPELLE OF 1818

It was attended by the big four and France was admitted and allowed to attend and it was from here
that the big four unanimously agreed to withdraw an army of occupation and invite France to join them
and form the big five (5) because France had fulfilled her obligations as demanded by the big powers.

At the same time, the big four agreed secretly to operate against France if France disturbed the peace of
Europe again but they also agreed to protect the Jews and intervene and suppress any revolution
wherever it occurred. But, this also caused disagreements among the powers that it was wrong to
protect despotic government and because of these disagreements, revolts occurred in Europe e.g. in



Spain, Portugal, Italy, Germany, England etc and because of these revolts another congress had to be
called.

THE CONGRESS OF TROPPAU 1820

The congress was called by Metternich to discuss problems in Europe at that time. There were a number
of crises and they were considered to be dangerous and it was against this background that Metternich
convened the meeting. However during the meeting, conflicts and division cropped up i.e. Britain and
France suggested that this meeting was not necessary and so they just sent mere observers.

On the contrary, Austria, Prussia and Russia said that it was important to have this meeting so as to
suppress the revolutions wherever they occurred. In fact the three (3) suggested to have a joint army
which would restore order and the overthrown kings and they came up with what came to be known as
Troppau-protocol. In this protocol, the powers agreed to intervene in states that had undergone
revolutions. However, it was during this meeting that differences in opinion started appearing.

THE CONGRESS OF LAIBACH 1821

After adjourning/ ending the Troppau congress, the congress of Laibach was called. It was to implement
the Troppau recommendations. During this meeting, the powers reluctantly formed an army to restore
the overthrown kings and Metternich suggested they would suppress revolutions anywhere they would
occur but Metternich was greatly opposed by Britain.

A number of disagreements continued to occur e.g. Britain had proposed to cross the Atlantic Ocean to
go and suppress the revolution in South America. They also had a problem with the sea pirates on the
Mediterranean Sea and this necessitated/ called for the formation of a joint Navy force to patrol the sea.
This was not liked by Prussia and divided the congress and nothing much was resolved.

THE CONGRESS OF VERONA 1822

This congress was called to solve the problem of the Greek war of independence which had been
organized by the Greeks against the Turkish administration. Russia supported the Greeks against Turkish
because they were all Orthodox Christians. However, this was opposed by Britain and France because
they feared Russia’s influence in the Balkan region.

This meeting was attended by Russia, Prussia, Austria, France and Britain but Britain was represented by
mere observers because the representative Lord Stewart Castlereagh one of the founder members had
suffered mental breakdown and he was left un guarded and succeeded in committing suicide and
replaced by Lord Canning who had no fatherly love for the congress system and wished it to collapse.
(“Things are getting back to the wholesome state again, every nation for itself and God for us all”). With
such feelings from members, nothing much was achieved from this meeting and the Greek war problem
was not solved but also left the congress system shaky.

In 1823, and 1824, a number of congresses were held but were not successful and it was the czar of
Russia who called the congress of St. Petersburg 1825. Unfortunately the congress was characterized by



disagreement and no serious issues were discussed and Britain never attended and this gave a hard
blow to the congress system which later led to its collapse.

Qn; “The disagreements among the big powers greatly led to the collapse of the congress system”
Discuss

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE CONGRESS SYSTEM

Qn; Assess the achievements of the congress system between 1815-1830

After overthrowing Napoleon 1, the big powers met at Vienna and discussed issues affecting Europe.
They also discussed and agreed to have a number of congresses and this led to the formation of the
congress system or the concert of Europe and this congress system scored a number of successes and
they included the following;

Preserved or maintained peace, order and stability in Europe; the congress system was the 1st of its kind
in the history of Europe and it’s credited for having preserved peace in Europe especially after the
Napoleonic wars. The congress men laid down ways on how to maintain peace on the continent and
peace was maintained at least for a period of 40 years until the outbreak of the Crimean war of
1854.This was done by suppressing 1820, 1821, and 1823 revolts in Spain, Portugal and the two Sicilies.

It promoted the idea of international diplomacy or co-operation, this was done through organizing
diplomatic and periodic meetings where powers met and discussed issues affecting European peace and
stability. This brought in the idea of the concert of Europe.

The congress system preserved or maintained the restored legitimate rulers who had been overthrown
by the French revolution and Napoleonic wars e.g. in France the congress preserved Louis XV111, Spain
Ferdinand1, in Naples Ferdinand V11 and these rulers helped in the maintenance of peace and stability
in Europe.

The congress system disciplined and maintained Napoleon 1 in permanent custody at the island of St.
Helena where he was kept as good as a prisoner never to disturb the peace of Europe again until he met
his death in 1821 and the Bonaparte dynasty was kept out of European politics.

Revolutions occurred in Europe during the time of the congress system in 1818 and 1820s in different
states in Europe because of the political, social and economic problems. The congress system however
succeeded in suppressing these revolutions hence creating peace and stability.

The congress system laid down a firm foundation for the formation of future international peace bodies
or organizations. It should be noted that the congress system was the 1st diplomatic peace keeping body
in the history of Europe, so it provided an alternative of settling disputes on round table and left behind
a legacy and a viable experiment for the formation of other bodies e.g. the Paris treaty 1856 after
Crimean war, the Versailles peace treaty 1919, the League Of Nations, after World War 1, and UNO after
World War 11 1945. These bodies played a vital role in maintenance of peace and stability in Europe.



The congress system restored and promoted international trade and it revived economic co-operation
which had been disrupted by Napoleon’s continental system. The delegates at Vienna met and resolved
to promote international trade and they made international waters free for navigation e.g. rivers
Danube and Rhine and international seas like Mediterranean Sea and Black Seas.

The congress system further prevented French aggression by maintaining the created Barrier states
around France and using the above, France was weakened politically and militarily and it never
disturbed the peace of Europe again.

There was balance of power among European states; all powers came out of the congress satisfied
because they had all registered the balance of power through sharing the distributed territories in a way
accepted to all.

The congress system controlled the spread of French revolutionary ideas which started in 1789 and
were these ideas which were responsible for instabilities in Europe, so the statesmen sat down and laid
down measures which laid out the spread of these ideas.

The congress men reconciled France with other European powers at Aix la chapelle and they came to
realize that their problem was not with France but Napoleon and also noted that without France, peace
and balance of power would not be maintained, so France was re admitted to the big four (4) to form
the big five (5) there by completing the concert of Europe.

The congress system maintained the redrawn map of Europe through territorial arrangements; this map
of Europe had been changed by Napoleon when he established the Napoleonic Empire. It was the
congress men who redrew the map of Europe.

The congress system controlled the forces of liberalism, democracy, nationalism from spreading to
Europe. These forces were considered to be dangerous and responsible for disorder in Europe.

SUMMARY

Maintained peace and stability

Promoted the idea of international co-operation

Preserved legitimate rulers

Maintained Napoleon in permanent custody at the island of St. Helena

The congress suppressed the revolutions



Promoted international trade and made international waters free for navigation

Prevented further French aggression

Promoted the idea of forming future bodies

Balance of power was maintained

Prevented the spread of the French revolutionary ideas

Reconciled France with other powers

Re-drew the map of Europe

Controlled the forces of Liberalism, Nationalism and democracy

FAILURES OF THE CONGRESS SYSTEM

The congress system and the congress men were pre-occupied by disagreements and conflicts because
of selfish interests. Here members failed to reach an agreement or common understanding because of
selfish interests e.g. Britain and Russia.

Much as the congress system wanted to ensure peace and stability in Europe at least for a period of 40
years , in actual sense total peace on the continent was never realized because revolutions occurred in
states like Italy, Germany, Greece etc and the congress failed to suppress them.

It failed to capture the support and sympathy of small states i.e. although they were invited; these small
states were mere observers without powers to make decisions. Worse still, many of these small states
were shared by the big powers as a piece of cake so gradually these states broke away from the
congress because they failed to recognize the idea behind the congress.

It was also blamed for maintaining dictators in form of legitimate rulers in order to maintain peace in
Europe and for that matter dictators like Ferdinand 1 and Ferdinand V11 of Spain and Naples
respectively were restored and even the Bourbons in France. These rulers were dictatorial, exploitative
and initiated no economic reforms, little wonder therefore that the years that came later saw European
masses turning against them e.g. in France because “they had learnt nothing and forgot nothing”.

It failed to create an army to guarantee security and implement resolution of the congress system.
Because of lack of an army, revolutions broke out in Europe one after the other and the congress system
failed to suppress them e.g. 1820s and 1830s revolution.

It failed to settle or solve the Greek question during 1820s and 1830s, the Greeks revolted against their
Turkish masters so as to gain independence, but in doing so, they needed the support of big powers.
Unfortunately however, the big powers had selfish interests in this matter and because of that the
Greek question took long to be sorted out.



It also failed/ ignored the growing forces of Liberalism, Nationalism and democracy yet it were these
forces which brought about the down fall of Napoleon 1 but the powers ignored them when they joined
states together as if they were goods to supply compensation or serve as Barrier states e.g. Belgium and
Holland.

It failed because it lacked experience; it should be noted that the Vienna settlement and later the
congress system were the first international peace keeping bodies in the history of Europe so they
lacked examples to copy from.

The congress men were divided over ideologies; this was so because they had different political
backgrounds so it was natural and inevitable that these divisions had to occur e.g. Britain and France
were Liberals (democratic) but Austria and Russia were conservatives and therefore were dictators.
Besides, the congress men were divided along religious line i.e. Austria and France were Catholics,
Britain and Prussia were Protestants while Russians were Orthodox Christians. Because of the above,
divisions among the congressmen increased as they never agreed on a number of issues and this led to
their failure.

It was criticized for having introduced and maintained the Metternich system which was unpopular
because it was characterized by dictatorial policies like suppression of basic social economic and political
rights.

The congress tried to re-draw the map of Europe so as to check further French aggression.
Unfortunately, the congress men ended up changing the balance of power and instead created
imbalance of power i.e. some powers like Britain and Russia came out of the congress more powerful
than the other states.

It failed to put in place an international court of law where international conflicts would be solved and
because of that revolutions and conflicts occurred one after the other because there was no court of law
to solve them and in the end the congress failed to maintain peace and stability.

It lacked clear guiding principles, had no agenda, no constitution, and work plan so it based on the
principle of try and error and this was a serious weakness.

In conclusion, it can be said that although the congress system failed here and there, it must be noted
that the delegates were human beings bound to make mistakes here and there either by omission or
accident after all they were not angels but in general/ to a greater extent the congress system scored a
lot of success and left behind a legacy to be followed by other international peace bodies like League Of
Nations and United Nations Organization.

SUMMARY

Disagreements and conflicts (self interests)

Failed to maintain total peace



Failed to meet the support of small states

Maintained dictators

Failed to put in place an international army to maintain security

Failed to solve the Greek question

Lacked experience

Congress men were divided over political and religious lines

Introduced and maintained the Metternich system which was unpopular

Failed to put in place an international court of law

Created imbalance of power

Lacked clear guiding principles

THE COLLAPSE OF THE CONGRESS SYSTEM

Qn; Account for the collapse of the congress system by 1830.

The congress system was series of periodic meetings which were organized by statesmen in Europe.
They stretched from 1818-1830 and a number of congresses were; the congress of Aix-la-Chapelle 1818,
Troppau 1820, Laibach 1821, Verona 1822 and St. Petersburg 1825. By 1830, the congress system had
collapsed and several factors have been put forward to explain why the congress had to collapse.

Britain’s isolationist policy in the affairs of other states led to the collapse of the congress system. This
policy was started by Lord Stewart Castlereagh and was continued by his successor Lord Canning. The
two had refused to intervene in the affairs of Spain, Naples, and Piedmont and in the American quarrels.
Such actions made the congress weak because they encouraged states to organize revolutions and it
were these revolutions which finally ended the congress system.

The death of the foundation members contributed to the collapse of the congress system e.g. Lord
Stewart Castlereagh died in 1821 and replaced by Lord Canning, Czar Alexander 1 of Russia died in 1825
and was replaced by Czar Nicholas 1; Bishop Talleyrand was replaced by Richelieu. The new members
lacked parental attachment, more so, the new members were ambitious and the only member who
remained, Metternich was isolated. To sum up the whole situation, lord Cunning had this to say “things
are getting back to the wholesome state, every nation for itself and God for us all” and these were
conclusive remarks that completed the congress system.

Disagreements because of conflicting and different interests among the members. The congress system
was characterized by disagreements and selfishness which brought about disagreements or conflicts.
Although the members had good aims for its formation but at least each member had selfish interests to
fulfill e.g. Britain had commercial interests and never wanted to interfere in the affair of others. Russia



had interest in the Balkan region, Austria wanted to maintain her heterogeneous empire, and such
conflicting and selfish interests could not allow the congress system to stay longer.

Mistrust and suspicion among the members made the congress system collapse; none of the powers
trusted the other. Britain never trusted any country, Russia never trusted Britain, Russia and Prussia
were suspicious of each other and the four never trusted France. Because of the above, there were
constant disagreements; mistrust and it were these which undermined the existence of the congress
system.

The policy of restoring and preserving despotic rulers in the name of legitimate rulers made the system
unpopular and later led to its collapse. These rulers were restored in France, Naples, Spain etc. this
made the congress system to be the centre of attack by people in such states because the restored
rulers were despotic. It made masses to organize revolutions and these revolutions undermined the
existence of the congress system.

The rise and growth of Nationalism and Liberalism led to the collapse of the congress system. in order to
maintain peace and balance power, states and people were joined together as if they were goods and
small states were shared by the big powers as if they were pieces of cake e.g. Belgium and Holland, Italy
and Germany states. This caused the spirit of Nationalism to rise in such affected areas leading to the
1830 revolutions that ended the congress system.

Failure to win the support of small states or being insensitive to the interest of the minority right from
the very beginning i.e. Vienna settlement and later the congress system, the big powers ignored the
small states. They never gave the small states a chance to air out their interests and only attended as
mere observers so lack of involvement and support from small powers led to limited membership and
this made the congress to collapse.

Existence of different political ideologies brought about its collapse i.e. the members of the congress
were divided along different political ideologies i.e. while Britain and France were Liberals and believed
in constitutional monarchs, France and Austria on the other hand were despotic and believed in
conservatism.

Lack of experience, it should be remembered that the congress system was the first international body
to be established in the history of Europe so it lacked experience and had nothing to learn from and
even did not know how to achieve its successes. The congress men were a group of “blind fellows” so
they based their work on trial and error system.

The French aggression and Napoleonic wars that had brought the big powers together had not been
solved yet the congress system was built around the common fear that France was an enemy and had
been admitted in the congress system and Napoleon 1 had died, so lack of a common enemy made the
congress system fail/ collapse.



Lack of clear guiding principles, no agenda, no constitution, and no work plan led to the collapse of the
congress system. This was so because the congress had not been given the time of its operation or
existence. It lacked co-ordination and sense of direction, it were the above that led to its collapse.

Scarcity of resources like arms and money, the congress failed to create a joint army so as to maintain
itself or for that matter to prevent and suppress the occurrence of other revolutions in Europe i.e. there
was no joint army to suppress these rebellions and the occurrence of these revolutions led to the
collapse of the congress system.

Monroe doctrine was a policy of the America, introduced on December 2nd 1823; it stated that further
efforts by European nations would be viewed as acts of aggression requiring US intervention. The
doctrine was issued at a time when nearly all Latin American colonies of Spain, Portugal had achieved
independence from the Spanish Empire.USA working with Britain wanted to guarantee that no European
power would move in to interfere, so it became a defining policy in the survival of the congress system.

The congress system collapsed because it lacked an international court to solve problems among the
members so there was disorder, lawlessness and disagreements among the members and the
disagreements weakened the this system leading to its collapse.

The Metternich system; this system made the congress system unpopular. It should be remembered
that it was Metternich who initiated the congress system and also the Metternich system which
involved suppressive policies and applied them to countries like Italy and Germany states. Because the
Metternich system was harsh, it made the masses to withdraw their support from the congress system.

The outbreak of the Greek war of independence, this war put the last nail in the coffin of the congress
system in that the war divided the congress men e.g. Britain and Russia wanted the Greeks to be
independent from Turkey. On the other hand, Austria and Prussia opposed this idea and this divided the
congress leading to its collapse.

SUMMARY

There were series of periodic meetings

Britain’s isolationist policy

The death of the founder members

Disagreements

Mistrust and suspicion among members

Policy of restoring despotic leaders

Rise and Growth of Nationalism

Failure to win the support of small states



Existence of different political ideologies

Lack of experience

Lack of guiding principles (clear guiding principles)

Scarcity of resources

The French aggression and Napoleonic wars

Lack of international courts

The Metternich system

The outbreak of the Greek war of independence



THE RESTORED BOURBON MONACHY 1815-1830

The Bourbon family/Monarchy was the legitimate ruling family in France, it dated as far back as 17th

century from the time of Louis XIII (1610-1643), Louis XIV (1643 – 1715), Louis XV (1715-1774), Louis XVI
(1774 – 1793) however after the outbreak of the French revolution of 1789 and the rise of Napoleon I,
the bourbon rule in France was brought to an end.

After the final defeat of Napoleon I at the battle of waterloo, the great powers met at Vienna and
agreed to restore the legitimate rulers in order to have and maintain peace in Europe, the idea of
restoring legitimate rulers was presented by Bishop Talleyrand who represented France in the Vienna
congress. For that matter therefore Louis XVIII (brother to Louis xvi) was installed as the new king of
France.

Louis XVIII ruled France between 1815 and 1824 and was succeeded by Comte D’ Artois later came to be
called Charles X who ruled France from 1824-1830. The two were restored as bourbon rulers of France
and they were only over thrown by the 1830 revolution.

The restored bourbon monarchy in France was different from the original bourbon monarchy in France
before 1789 because the great powers who met at Vienna decided to make the restored bourbons a
constitutional monarchy in order to prevent the occurrence of another revolution in France. The powers
gave them constitutional charter of 1814 which was supposed to guide them as they ruled France, the
constitutional charter was intended to limit excesses of the French restored bourbons or rulers and also
limit the possibilities of another revolution in France.

The constitutional charter of 1814 had the following contents.



The king had to be a constitutional and not an absolute king.

The king was to be the head of the state with powers to appoint, declare wars, sign treaties of peace,
commerce, alliances and he would be the commander of the army.

The charter set up a parliamentary system consisting of two chambers. i.e. chambers of peers and
chamber of deputies. The chamber of peers was nominated by the king and acted as the high court and
the chamber of deputies was to be elected by the people/ voters who paid 300 francs as direct taxes.

The charter provided for religious freedom/ religious tolerance was decreed.

It granted liberty / freedom of press.

Trial was by jury and all people were equal before the law.

Lettre de’ cachet or arbitrary arrests was never to return in France

All French men were eligible / qualified to have employment under the state.

The peasants’ land was not to be taken away by the bourbon rulers, all those who had purchased land
and property of the church or the nobility during the revolution were guaranteed their possession.

It accepted the achievements of the French revolutions and Napoleon’s achievements.

Promotions to offices were to be on merit.

Louis XVIII on his part accepted the charter and agreed to be restored upon it. He was also given the
duty of paying war indemnity imposed on France, he was to carry out economic reforms in France and
because of that France was invited / admitted in to the Vienna Settlement / Congress system.

Frances’ admission to the congress system was mainly because Louis xviii was a sensible leader and a
man of peace who believed in reconciliation with the French. Louis xviii was willing to forget the past
and not to revenge against those who killed his brother (Let the bye gone be bye gone).

FRANCE UNDER LOUIS XVIII 1815-1824 AND HIS ACHIEVEMENTS

Louis xviii also known as Louis – Stanislas Xavier born 1755 – 1824, was a brother to Louis xvi, he was
restored to power by the Vienna congress and ruled France from 1814 – 1824. Was also given
constitutional charter that was to guide him during his term in office.

During his reign, Louis xviii scored the following successes:



He led to the reduction of war indemnity which helped France to pay the powers only a third of the
initial amount. It was through his effort that an army occupation from Britain, Russia, Austria, and
Prussia was removed from France. After withdrawing the army of occupation, Louis xviii embarked on
re-organization of the French army to enable that army manage the security of France.

He also made attempts to see that France joined the European alliance after regaining the recognition of
major powers. In 1818 France was invited to join the concert of Europe which ended French isolation by
the European powers. French admission into the concert of Europe transformed the quadruple (big 4)
alliance into the quintuple alliance (big 5).

Between 1815-1819, Louis xviii tried to grant some freedom to the people of France e.g. there was
freedom of worship and Association, he extended democracy and constitutional rule to the French. He
tried as much as possible to rule according to the constitutional charter of the 1814 by respecting
peoples’ fundamental rights, e.g. there was equality before the law and his administration provided
security to peoples’ property.

He tried to contain the violent activities of the ultra-royalists. He granted pardon or set free all the
prisoners who had been convicted on treason charges and was determined to establish peaceful co-
existence of the ultra-royalists and former revolutionaries as he once remarked “I will not be a king of
two people”.

Louis xviii also adopted reconciliatory approach during his administration i.e. he never sought for
revenge e.g. Marshal Ney, one of Napoleons’ generals was incorporated into his government having
been forgiven. Fouchie who served Napoleon as a police minister was named by Louis XVIII as a
minister; this led to harmony among the French.

Working hand in hand with the European powers, Louis Xviii put an end to the spread of revolutionary
ideas in France and abroad, he succeeded in keeping Napoleon in safe custody leading to peace and
stability in Europe.

He preserved some of the French revolution and Napoleonic institutions / achievements e.g. the
reforms in local government started by Napoleon were maintained, the Legion of Honor was
maintained, code Napoleon and Napoleons’ economic reforms were preserved.



He set up a parliamentary system consisting of the chambers of peers nominated by the king and the
chamber of deputies elected by the people who paid 300 francs in direct taxes.

There was right to private property during his regime, this was in accordance with the constitutional
charter which provided that property, that had been confiscated from the nobles during the French
Revolution would be maintained by the peasants.

He promoted home industries by imposing high taxes on imported manufactured goods to protect home
industries from competition. He also encouraged financial reforms started by Napoleon I. this made him
popular and also brought economic stability in France.

He also succeeded in reorganizing the French army and also retained some of Napoleons’ officers in the
new army. He recruited young men to strengthen the army. He also encouraged promotions on merit
rather than on birth rights.

He also registered success in foreign policy. This also won France foreign glory which also increased his
popularity.

Louis XVIII appointed able and clear headed ministers who brought economic recovery and prosperity in
France, e.g. Richelieu and Vincent

Louis XVIII tried his level best to end despotism in France and warned his young brother who succeeded
him never to uphold despotism as it was during the reign of Louis XVI because it was this despotism and
refusal to embrace change that caused French Revolution and his death.

FAILURES OF LOUIS XVIII

Firstly, Louis xviii limited (narrowed) the franchise (voters’ population) using property qualifications e.g
out 29 million voters in France only 100000 were eligible voters because they could pay 300 francs in
direct taxes in addition to that, for some to be voted to the chambers of deputies, had to be forty years
and above in addition to the 1000francs in direct taxes.

He became an ultra-conservative leader after the murder of Duke De - Beri by louvel, a fanatical
opponent of the bourbons, Duke De - Beri was the second son of Charles X he was in direct succession of
the French throne. His assassination by the Bonapartists led to the introduction of suppressive policies
and discredited Louis xviii.



He also failed to control extravagancy of the clergy from 1818. Louis xviii supported some nobles and
clergy who wanted their land from the peasants. Because of this he was hated by the peasants and
therefore met a lot of oppositions from the French masses.

He also failed to control the activities of the émigrés who demanded for revenge and compensation as a
result France witnessed the period of white terror from 1820 which caused instability and death.

He passed a law which set up a military tribunal and this tribunal was to try all supporters of the French
Revolution and Napoleon I and in the process many were arrested tried imprisoned and killed e.g.
General. Brune, Marshal Ney the bravest of the brave and by 1816 over 3000 supporters had been sent
into exile / killed.

Louis xviii failed to satisfy the interests of many groups in France which led to social disharmony e.g. the
traders/ merchants were annoyed by the high tariffs imposed on imports which affected their business,
the ultra-royalists who wanted their land compensation for the property they lost, the Bonapartists who
wanted foreign glory and the republicans who demanded for more rights / liberties.

He put the Education system under the Catholic Church control yet the French Revolution had abolished
this, this was so because the church was very inefficient, discriminative and the French wished it to be
under central government.

He carried out violent suppression of the peasant revolt of the 1816 which made his government
unpopular. This violent suppression undermined attempts to reconcile the bourbons and the French
peasants who were demanding for the guarantee of land ownership following the return of the nobles.

He imposed restrictions on political liberties and freedoms of the French e.g. He was forced to change
the constitution and later dissolve the chamber of deputies  and all political parties in order to give room
to the ultra-royalists. This made his government dictatorial.

He appointed the members of the chambers of peers, ministers from the nobles more than the middle
class. This was unfair to democracy since there was no objective criticism to the government.



Louis Xviii put the officers who had loyally served in Napoleon’s regime on half pay. This was
unfortunate because this was open revenge, left many opponents disappointed and it showed that he
was shortsighted and became unpopular.

Louis Xviii failed to improve the standards of living of the French masses. The economy continued to
suffer the effects of the Napoleonic wars and no effort was put in place to reform the economy.

He failed to hide his love for monarchical leadership fashion, even when he knew that he was to rule
according to 1814 charter but he regarded himself as a king by God’s Grace rather than the will of the
people and that the charter was mere gift given to him to use while ruling.

He dismissed his liberal ministers e.g. Richelieu was fired and replaced by conservative villele who made
changes in favor of the ultra royalists for instance, he changed the constitution and the elections were
to be held every after 7 years which favored the royalists.

He was influenced by the ultra royalists to disband the tri-color flag, the only symbol of the revolution.
This annoyed the peasant leading to his unpopularity; in addition he forced many of Napoleons’ generals
to retire from the army while others were put on half pay which failed his reconciliation strategy.

He started the scheme of compensating the émigrés who had lost property during the revolution. This
led to over taxation of the peasants leading to his unpopularity.

He restricted and censored the press which was against the charter of 1814 that provided for freedom
of press and speech. This followed the assassination of Duke De Beri  by the Bonapatists. He used
censorship to eliminate liberalism and bonapatism from France.

Qtn. How successful was Louis Xviii between 1814 – 1824 in France?

CHARLES X 1824-1830 (Comte d’ Artois)



Comte D’ Artois also known as Charles X was a brother to Louis XVIII and ultra royalists. He came to
power after the death of Louis XVIII and ruled France from 1824-1830 when he was overthrown by the
1830 revolution in France.  He was born in 1857 to Louis Dauphine of France and his wife Marie
Josephine of Saxon.

The death of Louis XVIII robbed France of a realistic king and brought in an unrealistic king. This was so
because Louis XVIII had learnt something and was ready for change. On the other hand, Charles X was
an extremist and was totally opposed to anything revolutionary. Charles x was the leader of the émigrés
and he was a strong believer in the divine rights and powers of kings. During his time as king of France,
the French masses were disappointed because he was very determined to bring back the conditions that
prevailed in France before 1789 showing that he had learnt nothing.

POLICIES OF CHARLES X (UNREALISTIC POLICIES).

Count D’ Artois was the leader of the émigrés when he became the king of France, he assumed the title
of King Charles x. Charles x was determined to wage a war of revenge against those who had organized
the French revolution and the supporters of Napoleon. In his view, he said those people were enemies
who were not only mistaken but also sinful so he organized revenge against them and this was
unrealistic.

From the very beginning, Charles x despised the nature of king Louis’ XVIII administration, i.e. he was a
constitutional king and was not ready to be a constitutional king but to be an absolute one and was
determined to go back to the past style of the ancient region. He even said, “I would rather chop wood
than ruling under the fashion of the king of England”. This was unrealistic because powers and privileges
had caused the 1789 revolution.

During his coronation Charles x revived the old ceremonies and he was crowned amidst a colorful
ceremony after that he visited the hospital claiming to have powers to heal the sick with his holly touch,
unfortunately the sick never got healed and instead many died, this made him very unpopular and
indeed unrealistic.

In addition to his coronation, Charles x was very extravagant in entertaining his guests and this was
unrealistic, it should be remembered that it was extravagance of the French crown which led to the
outbreak of the 1789 revolution, to repeat the same extravagance of Louis xvi, Charles x showed that he
had learnt nothing and forgot nothing.



Charles x was unrealistic because he revived the hated social classes in the French society yet these
classes had been abolished by the revolution. More so he restored the privileges of the nobles and the
clergy he even gave them back important positions in the government. This was unrealistic and it partly
contributed to the downfall of the restored bourbon.

When he came to power Charles x embraced the policy of compensating the émigrés for what they had
lost during the revolution and Napoleons’ era, the worst part of this was that he compensated the
émigrés using funds from the peasants and the middle class, this was unrealistic and it made him
unpopular.( £40m was to be paid to the émigrés which was raised from both direct and indirect taxes
e.g. indirect taxes on public loans secured from the middle class was charged to raise this bill).

Charles x made the peasants to lose all the liberties they had acquired from the revolution for instance
he censored the press, denied them freedom of worship, association, arbitrary arrests and detentions
were the order of the day and abolished Napoleons’ reforms.

He restored the influence of the Catholic Church in state affairs, Catholicism became a state religion, he
gave back the clergy their positions and committing a crime against the church was like committing a
crime against the state, and this was unrealistic because he was taking France back to pre-1789
situation.

Charles x abolished the national guard or peoples’ army and replaced it with the royal guard which had
no ability to defend the king, the state, people and their property moreover these royal guards were
hated by the masses to bring it back was unrealistic. He feared that the National Guard which was
dominated by the liberals, republicans and bonapatists would overthrow his government.

Because of the increasing opposition, Charles x adopted naked despotism i.e. he dissolved the
parliament and the constitution, he changed the voting procedures, dismissed the liberal ministers and
appointed conservative ministers, he dismissed the reformist minister martignac and replaced him with
polignac, who was a former prisoner of Napoleon I and a strong ultra royalist who defended and
promoted Charles X’s policies. This vividly showed that he had learnt nothing.

In 1830, Charles x passed strict laws known as the ordinance of St. Claude of 1830. They involved tight
control of the press, banned political activities, destroyed the 1814 charter and declared a state of
emergency when he said ,”a government that has no right to take measures for the safety of the state



cannot exist”. This increased the opposition against him and in July 1830 Charles x was over thrown by
the revolution and fled to England.

REALISTIC POLICIES.

On the other hand however, Charles x is credited for having captured Algerian and made it a French
colony by 1830 there by promoting French foreign glory and French troops were stationed there until
the reign of Louis Philippe.

It’s also said that Charles x carried out economic reforms and France developed during his reign, there
was industrialization and the French financial position generally improved.

REASONS WHY THE RESTORED BOURBON MONACHY COLLAPSED
OR SHORTLIVED.

1. To what extent did the violation of 1814 charter to the contribute to the downfall of the
Restored Bourbons?

2. Why was the restored Bourbon monarchy so short lived?

Right from the beginning the restored Bourbon monarchy faced a number of challenges that contributed
to its collapse in 1830.

Firstly Napoleons’ attempt to come back and rule France for 100 days after his defeat at the battle of
nations contributed to the weakness of this government.

Napoleon escaped from Elba and landed in southern France, he was warmly welcomed by the French
which forced Louis xviii to escape into exile. Napoleon ruled France for 100 days until he was defeated at
the battle of waterloo. The coming of napoleon and the warm welcome received showed that he was
still a popular leader in France.

The monarchy faced a problem of weak leaders e.g. Louis xviii was old and in poor health, so he left
most of the responsibilities to his ministers. Charles x was not only radical (strong hearted) but also



inefficient with many corrupt ministers who were preoccupied with the revenge policy against the
supporters of the French revolution and Napoleon.

The monarchy itself was unpopular right from the beginning it should be remembered that the French
revolution of 1879 was organized by the French to overthrow the bourbons, a sign that the French were
tired of the Bourbon monarchy therefore the Bourbons were imposed on to the French by the states
men at the Vienna congress and above all the restored kings were despotic.

France was economically in bad shape during the reign of the restored bourbons. France was
characterized by unemployment, poor working conditions, low wages, and poor state of infrastructure,
underdeveloped agriculture, poor housing, and poor standards of living. All the above called for reforms
in the economy but the restored bourbon monarchy lacked necessary resources to cause or bring
reforms leading to their unpopularity and collapse.

The restored bourbon monarchy also suffered from internal civil wars which made it unpopular. Civil
wars were caused by the ultra-royalists who were determined to revenge against the revolutionaries
and the Bonapartists. Therefore civil wars and instabilities shortened the life of the restored bourbon
monarchy.

The existence of many supporters of Napoleon I created problems for the restored bourbon monarchy.
The French men were ready to forget the glorious days of napoleon I especially the reforms he carried
out in France and the foreign glory he brought to France. The French always compared the restored
bourbons to napoleon and they discovered that they had nothing to show and this made them
unpopular leading to the collapse.

The restored bourbon monarchy was given a charter upon which they were to rule France.
Unfortunately the charter had a lot of conditions and was violated by the restored bourbon monarchy
leading to its collapse e.g. the charter granted a lot of freedom to the French but it also gave kings the
power to do away with the constitution or charter and his ministers as he wished this was a return to
absolutism and caused conflicts between the monarchy and the French leading to its collapse in 1830.

The restored rulers had no experience in constitutional governance because they were used to absolute
rule, it was against this background that when Charles x came to power revised the ancient times and
abolished the charter in his words, he said,” I would rather chop wood than rule after the fashion of the
king of England”.



Existence of many political groups with different political ideologies was a great challenge to the
restored kings in France, there were republicans, legitimists, liberals, and bonapartitsts among many
others. All these groups had different interest were difficult to satisfy.

The activities of the ultra-royalists were another problem to the monarchy. The ultra-royalists organized
white terror from 1816 through which they killed many supporters of the French revolution and
napoleon. They also wished to regain whatever they had lost during the revolution and the Napoleonic
era.

The restored monarchy failed to realize and appreciate the changes that had been put in place by the
revolution of 1879 yet these changes had been welcomed by the French. The restored kings attempted
to remove the reforms which caused serious opposition to their leadership leading to the 1830
revolution which finally defeated the restored kings in France.

Existence of un-necessary changes on ministers during the time of the restored kings in France led to its
collapse e.g. during the reign of Louis xviii, Richelieu was replaced by villelei as chief minister and during
the reign of Charles x, Martignac was replaced by polignac as chief minister, these changes left the
government in a weak position leading to its collapse.

The existence of religious intolerance during the reign of the restored kings led to its collapse, the
catholic religion was the only recognized religion and the Catholic Church was given its position and
influence in the state. This led to lack of freedom of worship which made the regime unpopular.

The restored bourbon monarchy under Charles x adopted naked despotism, issued strict laws, e.g. in
1830 issued the ordinance of St. Claude which removed all peoples’ freedoms and rights. This ordinance
was resented (hated) by the French and it led to the 1830 revolution in France.




